
 

The UK plans to phase out smoking. What
does this new law mean for tobacco control in
Australia?
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There are no silver bullets, magic tricks or secret hacks to solving
complex public health problems. Taking on the global tobacco industry
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and reducing the devastating consequences of smoking has taken
decades of incremental reforms.

Most of these reforms have focused on making smoking less attractive,
to reduce the appeal of and demand for tobacco products. Countries that
are serious about reducing tobacco use have all increased the price
through high taxes, placed graphic health warnings on packs, adopted
bans on all forms of tobacco advertising, and generally made smoking 
socially unacceptable through indoor smoking bans and emotive
campaigns about the dangers of smoking.

Last week, the United Kingdom took an important step in shifting the
dial on tobacco control, to not only focus on reducing the appeal and
demand for products, but to totally rethink how tobacco products are
supplied.

Under the new law, the legal age for cigarette sales (currently 18) will
increase by a year each year from 2027. This means people born from
2009 will never be able to legally buy cigarettes in the UK. But what
does this mean for Australia and the rest of the world?

A smoke-free generation

While some jurisdictions require tobacco retailers to have a license to
sell cigarettes, and most countries put a minimum age on legal sales of
all tobacco products, the UK looks set to be the first country in the world
to phase out who can legally be sold tobacco products.

The focus of the UK law is not to criminalize smoking, but to end the
sale of a highly addictive and uniquely dangerous product to future
generations. Penalties for defying the law will include on-the-spot fines
for retailers.
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https://www.who.int/initiatives/mpower
https://www.tobaccoinaustralia.org.au/chapter-5-uptake/5-24-denormalising-smoking
https://www.tobaccoinaustralia.org.au/chapter-14-social-marketing/14-4-examining-effectiveness-of-public-education-c
https://www.tobaccoinaustralia.org.au/chapter-14-social-marketing/14-4-examining-effectiveness-of-public-education-c
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-68825322
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-68825322
https://www.tobaccoinaustralia.org.au/chapter-11-advertising/indepth-11b-licensing-of-tobacco-sellers
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-to-create-smokefree-generation-by-ending-cigarette-sales-to-those-born-on-or-after-1-january-2009
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Aotearoa New Zealand was poised to be the first country to implement
this same type of law in July 2024. However, when a change of
government occurred in the 2023 election, the legislation was repealed as
part of a coalition negotiation. The law was dropped alongside other 
public health measures that were set to reduce the number of tobacco
retail outlets and a plan to reduce nicotine in cigarettes.

Undue tobacco industry interference and influence is viewed by public
health experts as the primary factor in overturning these laws. Just as
when Australia became the first country to implement tobacco plain
packaging laws in 2012, the UK will need to be vigilant in pushing back
against these same powerful commercial interests.

What's happening in Australia now?

At the end of last year, a much-needed package of tobacco control
reforms was passed in Australia. These include refreshing the now dated
graphic health warnings on tobacco packages, requiring the tobacco
industry to report its sales data and marketing activities, and revamping
the tobacco advertising laws to capture new forms of digital marketing
and vaping products.

These measures are all wholly welcome by the health sector and will be
rolled out over the coming months.

While this suite of new reforms does not address the supply of tobacco
products, the National Tobacco Strategy 2023–2030 has a goal to reduce
daily smoking prevalence to 5% or less by 2030. Current daily smoking
in Australia is at 10.6%, and provided we continue to innovate and adopt
progressive policies we can reach this target. Of course, we should not be
content to stop at 5%, but must embrace a goal of being a smoke-free
country.
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/nov/27/new-zealand-scraps-world-first-smoking-generation-ban-to-fund-tax-cuts
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/public+health+measures/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/tobacco+industry/
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https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.12657/25104/succesful.pdf?sequence%3D1%23page%3D399#page=323
https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.12657/25104/succesful.pdf?sequence%3D1%23page%3D399#page=323
https://www.health.gov.au/ministers/the-hon-mark-butler-mp/media/laws-begin-a-new-era-of-tobacco-control
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/2023-05/national-tobacco-strategy-2023-2030.pdf
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/health/health-conditions-and-risks/smoking-and-vaping/latest-release
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/health/health-conditions-and-risks/smoking-and-vaping/latest-release


 

One of the key priority areas to reach this goal is to "strengthen
regulation to reduce the supply, availability and accessibility of tobacco
products." Specifically, the National Tobacco Strategy will "consider the
feasibility of raising the minimum age of purchase of tobacco products
and monitor international developments on this matter."

There is a clear government mandate to keep in step with international
best-practice in tobacco control. This is the key reason the tobacco
industry opposes innovative law reforms so strongly, even in relatively
small countries like New Zealand.

When a public health measure is successfully adopted and proven
effective in one nation, it has a habit of spreading quite quickly to
others. As an example, plain packaging laws are now commonplace after
surviving multiple tobacco industry legal challenges in Australia. So we
may soon see similar age-restrictive laws introduced in Australia and
other countries.

A public health priority

Australia is currently debating legislation that will place further
restrictions on how vaping products are sold. In these proposed laws, we
have an opportunity to protect young people from lifelong addiction.

If passed, these laws will also set a powerful precedent that harmful and
addictive products should not be sold as consumer goods in the same
shops that sell everyday household groceries like bread, fruit and milk.

When it comes to smoking, future generations will look back and shake
their heads that we ever allowed a product that kills 20,500 Australians a
year to be so casually available, anywhere and any time.
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https://medicalxpress.com/tags/tobacco+control/
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https://www.mja.com.au/journal/2024/220/3/reaching-everyone-tobacco-control-must-remain-health-priority
https://www.abs.gov.au/articles/insights-australian-smokers-2021-22
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This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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